Aims. We present a homogeneous set of spectroscopic measurements secured with 4-meter class telescopes for a sample of 90 planetary nebulae (PNe) located in the direction of the Galactic bulge. Methods. We derive their plasma parameters and chemical abundances. 
Introduction
Planetary nebulae (PNe) are a short evolutionary phase in the life of low and intermediate mass stars occurring after they leave the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB). This basic fact was established decades ago (Shklovsky 1956 , Paczyński 1971 ) yet the details of processes leading to the creation of the nebula and its subsequent evolution remain unclear. It is not known for example if the central stars (CSs) of PNe are predominantly hydrogen or helium burning. In fact, only for a small subclass of them, with spectra similar to massive Wolf-Rayet stars, do we know what is powering their evolution: since such stars are practically hydrogen free, they must be burning helium. For the remaining CSs it is believed that they are burning hydrogen in a shell and in fact most of the available evolutionary models assume hydrogen as a fuel of the nuclear reactions at these stages of evolution (see Górny & Tylenda 2000) .
The atmospheres of Wolf-Rayet type CSs are peculiar and very different from most CSs. Their outermost layers are mostly composed of helium, carbon and oxygen (see review by Werner & Herwig 2006) . They are also characterized by enhanced massloss which triggers the occurrence of prominent stellar emission Send offprint requests to: S. K. Górny ⋆ Based on observations made at the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory and the European Southern Observatory ⋆⋆ Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 21 and 22 are only available in electronic form at http://www.aanda.org bands of C, O and He. The origin of their name comes from the appearance of their stellar spectra as they closely resemble those of genuine massive Wolf-Rayet population I stars of the WC spectral subclass. The similarity is so close that the same classification scheme can be used (Crowther et al. 1998 , Acker & Neiner 2003 1 . To mark the difference with population I WR stars, a notation between brackets is used: [WR] or [WC] .
The general question of the origin of Wolf-Rayet type central stars at the center of some PNe is one of the open problems in the PN field. But [WR] PNe 2 have other secrets of their own. For example, it is not understood why in the Milky Way there are so few CSs with intermediate-class [WC] spectral types. Those that are known are located predominantly in the bulge of our Galaxy while there is clearly an underpopulation of such objects in the disk (Górny 2001) . The picture of Galactic bulge/disk dichotomy of [WR] PNe seemed to be disturbed when Górny et al. (2004) reported on a large number of PNe central stars classified as [WC 11 ] in the bulge. Before that, [WR] PNe of this type were known only in the Galactic disk. In addition, the number of PNe with "weak emission-line" (WEL) central stars (a class introduced by Tylenda et al. 1993) found by Górny et al. (2004) in the bulge was also surprisingly high.
In this paper we present new spectra of 90 PNe in the Galactic bulge direction. The goal of our observational program was to increase the sample of bulge PNe with homeogenous abundance determinations and to discover new emission-line CSs. Combined with high quality literature data we have gathered spectroscopic data of 245 PNe, most of them with a high probability of physically belonging to the bulge of the Milky Way. The remaining PNe most probably belong to the inner disk of our Galaxy. In this work, we use the spectroscopic information combined with other data to discuss the evolutionary status of Galactic bulge PNe with different types of emission-line CSs as compared to PNe with normal nuclei. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the observations and describe the reduction procedures. In Section 3 the data quality is assessed. In Section 4 we describe the method applied to derive the plasma parameters and abundances. In Section 5 for common objects we compare our results with those of other authors. Section 6 presents our newly discovered PNe with emission-line CSs including a discussion on their classification, rate of occurrence and selection effects, both in the bulge and inner disk samples. In Section 7 various properties of these objects are described and compared to normal PNe. A summary of our results and our conclusions can be found in Section 8.
Observations and reduction
We present results of spectroscopic observations of 90 PNe secured during three runs on two different 4-meter class telescopes by C. Chiappini and F. Cuisinier. The observations were performed in July 2001 and April/May 2002 at the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (CTIO) using the RC-spectrograph attached to the 4-meter telescope and in July 2002 with the 3.6 meter telescope and the EFOSC II instrument of the European Southern Observatory (ESO). The log of observations is presented in Table 1 .
In Fig. 1 we show the sky distribution of the observed objects in Galactic coordinates. Practically all these PNe can be regarded as belonging to the Galactic bulge as they satisfy the standard criteria (Stasińska & Tylenda 1994) , namely: a) they are located within 10 degrees from the center of the Galaxy, b) have diameters smaller than 20 ′′ and c) known radio fluxes at 5GHz smaller than 100 mJy.
For the majority of PNe in our sample the presented spectroscopic observations allowed us to derive accurate plasma parameters and chemical abundances for the first time. For the remaining objects such data had already been published elsewhere, e.g. 24 PNe are in common with Górny et al. (2004) and 9 with Wang & Liu (2007) . There are also 44 objects in common with Exter et al. (2004) however in this case information on some crucial diagnostic lines is often available only in our spectra.
A series of spectra with different exposures were taken for each observed PN. The times ranged from a few seconds to 1 hour, to secure unsaturated detections of the strongest nebular lines as well as good signal for the weak but important features. On-sky projected slit apertures of 4 arcsec for PN observations and 10 arcsec in the case of standard star spectra were used. Each night at least three different standard stars (Feige 58, Feige 110, EG 274, GD 108 or LT 6248) were observed together with appropriate calibration lamp spectra, dome and sky flats.
The spectra obtained at CTIO have a spectral resolution R=1000 and span from 3900Å to 7580Å for observations taken in year 2001 and from 3700Å to 7390Å in 2002. The spectra obtained at ESO have a spectral resolution of about R=2000 and span from 3600Å to 7350Å. In both cases, due to the fact that no order blocking filters were used, the spectra of standard stars can be contaminated in their red part with light coming from the second order blue wing. The effect on PN spectra is much smaller since most of the radiation is emitted in narrow lines. In some PN observations, the use of broad-band filters is not desirable if one is interested in registering blue lines, like the [O ii] λ3727 line. However it is possible to use transmission curves as derived from different standard stars of different effective temperatures to disentangle the effects of second order contamination. In Appendix A we describe our method to account for second order contamination during data reduction and find that it adds only a few percent of uncertainty in the line fluxes.
Procedures from the long-slit spectral package of MIDAS 3 were used to reduce and calibrate the spectra. These involved bias subtraction, flatfield correction, atmospheric extinction correction, and wavelength and flux calibration. The 1-dimensional spectra of standard stars were obtained in the usual manner by summing over the appropriate rows of a skysubtracted frame. In the case of PNe spectra a multi-step method had to be adopted. This was due to the fact that many lines of the observed nebulae are weak and that the objects are located in crowded Galactic bulge fields with many nearby contaminating stars. For this reason before extracting 1-D spectra we removed all the underlying background sources leaving only nebular emission lines. This involved both sky continuum emission and telluric and interstellar lines (perpendicular to the dispersion direction) and all the stellar continuum components (spanning along the dispersion). The complicated system of contaminating features could not be satisfactorily removed in just one step. A separate fitting to both directions had to be performed starting from test removing of sky background components, followed by removing spectra of stars and finally performing a proper sky subtraction. In some cases this process had to be repeated in an iterative way. The final step was to detect the nebular lines in the frame. The procedure we used considered that a signal can be attributed to a nebular line only if it was stronger than 2 sigmas of the averaged background noise and at least half of its neighboring pixels were also found above that level. In this way spatial contours of all secure nebular lines were established while the remaining background could be set to zero. After summing the frame in the direction perpendicular to the dispersion, a 1-D spectrum of the PN was obtained. The applied procedure helps to maximize the S/N of weak nebular features as fewer noise-dominated pixels are integrated.
Intensities of the lines were measured from the 1-D spectra by employing the REWIA package 4 adopting Gaussian profiles and performing multi-Gaussian fits when necessary.
The line intensities have been corrected for extinction using an iterative procedure, adopting the extinction law of Seaton (1979) in order to reproduce the theoretical case B Balmer lines ratios at the electron temperature and density derived for the object. For the CTIO and ESO observations in 2002 the Hα/Hβ ratio was used while for the CTIO 2001 observations only the Hα/Hγ could be used 5 . Therefore the line intensities for the latter subsample of observations have in fact been derived with respect to Hα and only later recalculated to the expected Hβ intensity.
In the case of 2002 CTIO and ESO observations the basic reddening procedure described above did not always give the theoretically expected ratios of Hγ/Hβ and/or Hδ/Hβ. This is not unusual and can be attributed to many factors like deviations from the adopted extinction law or flux calibration problems (we have tried to evaluate the importance of such effects, see below). It is crucial however that the intensities of the [O iii] λ4363 and [O ii] λ3727 lines are reddening-corrected in the best possible way. For this reason we have applied an additional correction procedure (similar to the one described in Górny et al. 2004 ) to bring the Hγ/Hβ and/or Hδ/Hβ ratios to their theoretically expected values and then used a proportional correction to all the nearby lines. The principal refinement to the recipe described in Górny et al. (2004) was that we took due consideration of the possible random errors involved in line measurements and applied the procedure only if the deviations were substantial compared to expected inaccuracies. We thus avoided translating uncertainties from individual measurements of (sometimes rather weak) Hδ and Hγ lines onto other lines.
In Table 2 6 we present the dereddened intensities of all important lines on the scale of Hβ=100. The lines additionally corrected in the way described above are marked with "c" in the table. 4 J.Borkowski; www.ncac.torun.pl/cgi-bin/rewia2html 5 In the CTIO 2001 run, the Hβ line was registered on hot pixels of one of the bad CCD columns and could not be reliably measured.
6 Table 2 is available in electronic form only. 
Evaluation of data quality
In the ESO 2002 observations the spectral resolving power of ≈2000 resulted in a substantial blending of the Hα line at 6563Å with the [N ii] line at 6548Å. Since the [N ii] λ6584/6548 ratio is given by atomic physics to be 3.05, we obtained the Hα intensity by subtracting from the measured sum of Hα and [N ii] λ6548 intensities the value of the [N ii] λ6584 intensity divided by 3.05. The cases when this approach was necessary are marked with "b" in Table 2 . The accuracy of the Hα line intensities obtained in such a way is estimated to be around 10%. The same mark "b" is placed for cases with strong blending of lines of the [S ii] λ6731/6716 doublet. The accuracy of the inferred ratio of these two lines can probably be as low as 40% in the most difficult cases marked additionally with a colon (:b) in Table 2 .
The accuracies of all the remaining line measurements are estimated to be of roughly 5%. This includes all direct sources of errors like photon shot noise as well as CCD readout, bias and sky background induced noises. The standard star measurement and interstellar/atmospheric extinction related uncertainties further increase the possible errors. In cases marked with a colon in Table 2 the uncertainty is around 20% and in the rare cases of extremely weak lines or lines contaminated with sky features or field stars (marked with semicolon) this can be as high as 40%.
Because the ratios of some lines should be practically constant and are known from atomic physics they can be used to evaluate the quality of spectroscopic observations. One of them is the [O iii] λ5007/4959 line ratio which should be 2.98 (Storey . Note that these lines are usually so bright they easily saturate and therefore have to be extracted from the shortest exposure frames. The measured values for our data are plotted in Fig. 2 . The dispersion of the observed ratios for the strong and intermediate brightness lines is in agreement with the estimated 5% error of the line intensity measurements 7 . We have tried also to use the already mentioned [N ii] λ6584/6548 ratios derived from our spectra. In this case the deviations from the theoretical value turned out to be much larger. We have checked, however, that the main reason for the discrepancy is due to contamination of [N ii] λ6548 line from the wing of the strong adjacent Hα line. It therefore turns out that the [N ii] λ6584/6548 ratio is simply not applicable as a tracer of line measurement quality for our observations.
A final test of the accuracy of line measurements is shown in Fig. 3 . This plot presents relative differences of all lines of 4 PNe (H 2-1, H 1-9, M 2-11 and H1-46) registered during CTIO observations in 2001 and repeated in 2002. In this case the differences reflect the combined effect of more factors since during the two nights e.g. standard star selection could be different and the atmospheric conditions or detailed instrument settings are certainly not identical. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , most of the differences in line measurements are again within 5% and only very few exceed 10%. Many of the outlying points correspond to lines already acknowledged to be uncertain while inspecting the spectra and measuring the line intensities (open symbols). It is important to note that the measurement of the [O ii] λ7325 lines seems to be rather uncertain (shown with larger symbols) 7 The most outlying points in Fig. 2 are evolved, faint nebulae: H 1-64, H 2-22, Pe 2-12 and H 2-30. The first three are low excitation PNe without emission-line CSs. The latter PN is high excitation object but no nebular parameters could be calculated due to the quality of the spectra. even though their intensities are relatively high -at the level of 1/10 of the Hα intensity. This is due to the difficulty in establishing the instrument response function with a high confidence at both extreme red and blue ends of the spectral range 8 . An additional argument for a systematic rather than statistical character of these errors is that they are biased in the same direction in all four PNe presented in Fig. 3 
Plasma parameters and chemical abundances
We use the classical empirical method to derive the plasma parameters. First, the electron densities are deduced from the [S ii] λ6731/6716 ratio and electron temperatures from the [O iii] λ4363/5007 and/or [N ii] λ5755/6584 ratios. These are used to refine the inferred reddening correction as described above. The chemical abundances are derived with the code ABELION as in Górny et al. (2004) , but the atomic data have been updated using sources listed in Stasińska (2005) as well as Tayal (2007) Liu (2006 and references therein) , the recombination lines were actually coming from a much cooler zone. In the most extreme cases from Wang & Liu (2007) , where the observational data allow a better correction for the effect of recombination, the resulting abundances are modified by a few percent at most.
Thus the recombination contribution cannot solve the known problem of a frequent difference in O + ionic abundance derived from λ7325 as compared to λ3727. The discrepancy between these two O + values varies from object to object. For some PNe there is almost perfect agreement while for other PNe the difference exceeds a factor of 2. We have noticed however that the abundance ratios O + (λ3727)/O + (λ7325) that we derive seem to cluster around a value characteristic for a given observing run and PN environment (e.g. bulge or inner-disk objects). We have therefore used the relevant median ratio to correct the O + (λ7325) abundance down when necessary to obtain an O + estimation scaled to the value expected from the O + (λ3727) line. For example, in the case of CTIO 2002 when the blue O + line was not observed due to high extinction, a factor of 0.66 was used to correct the other line. The same factor was applied to CTIO 2001 observations that all missed the [O ii] λ3727 line since it was outside the observed range. Thanks to this procedure, the results are not biased by the selection of data sources (whether the λ3727 could be registered in a particular observing run) or the line being unobserved for some PNe (e.g. due to high extinction). In a last step if there were O + estimates from both lines a final value for a given PN was calculated by taking an average weighted by their respective uncertainties.
The uncertainties in abundance ratios and other derived parameters were obtained by propagating uncertainties in the observed emission line intensities using Monte-Carlo simulations. It should be noted that our approach does not take into account such sources of possible errors like variations in extinction law or unknown structure of the nebulae. This should be compensated to some degree by our conservative assumption of line intensity errors of at least 5% even for the strongest lines. In order to avoid dealing with uncertain values we remove from consideration any parameter for which the two-sigma error from the Monte-Carlo simulation is larger than 0.3 dex. In cases where we will include more uncertain parameters, this will be indicated.
Similarly to Górny et al. (2004) If neither of these temperatures is available (only 6 cases) we refrain from abundance determinations. In Fig. 4 we plot T e (O iii) versus T e (N ii) for our PN data. The observed behavior of these temperatures is quite similar to the one shown in Fig. 2 of Górny et al. (2004) . The only difference is that in the new sample there are no PNe with measured values of T e (O iii) larger than 16000K. As in Górny et al. (2004) in about 25% of cases T e (N ii) was very uncertain and we used the T e (O iii) for all the ions.
After computing ionic abundances, the elemental abundances are obtained using the ionization correction factors (ICFs) from Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) . In the present work we derive additionally the abundance of chlorine, adopting the ICF from Liu et al. (2000) . Table 3 9 lists the plasma diagnostics and ionic and elemental abundances ordered by PN G numbers. In this table, there are three rows for each object, and a fourth row used to separate them. The first row gives the values of parameters computed from the nominal values of the observational data. The second and third row give the upper and lower limits respectively of these parameters. Column (1) of Table 3 9 Table 3 is available in electronic form only.
gives the PNG number; Column (2) gives the usual name of the PN; Column (3) gives the electron density deduced from [S ii] λ6731/6716, columns (4) and (5) give the electron temperature deduced from [O iii] λ4363/5007 and [N ii] λ5755/6584 respectively (the value of T e (N ii) is in parenthesis if T e (O iii) was chosen for all ions). Column (6) gives the He/H ratio, columns (7) to (12) the N/H, O/H, Ne/H, S/H, Ar/H, Cl/H ratios, respectively. Column (13) gives the logarithmic extinction C at Hβ derived from the spectra.
Comparison with other samples
We now compare the quality of our results with previously published data. For this purpose we derived the plasma parameters and abundances using exactly the same procedures, assumptions and atomic data for the objects of the sample introduced here and taking the data of PNe originally observed by Górny et al. (2004) , objects observed by Escudero & Costa (2001) and Escudero et al. (2004) and also those of Wang & Liu (2007) . In the latter case we used only the optical data to be consistent with what was available from our own observations. Finally, the same method was applied to objects from Exter et al. (2004) .
First we analyse the electronic temperatures. Columns 2 and 3 of Table 4 present the median of the differences of derived temperatures for PNe in common between this work and other samples. As it can be seen, the agreement between the different authors is good, typically well below 0.1 dex. The differences are therefore of the same order as individual errors derived with the Monte-Carlo method, suggesting that our error estimates were reasonable. Larger differences are found with respect to the PNe in common with Exter et al. (2004) . Inspecting the individual cases of PNe with T e (N ii) much larger than T e (O iii) we have noticed that usually this property is confirmed by data of different observers.
The derived electron densities from [S ii] λ6731/6716 ratio for objects in common between different samples are compared in column 4 of Table 4 . As can be seen the agreement is also usually good. However, for objects with weaker lines we have checked that the deviations are larger, especially with respect to the Exter et al. (2004) sample.
The typical differences in O/H between the computations using our data and literature data are within 0.1 dex (column 5 of Table 4 ). Only comparing with data from Exter et al. (2004) did we find a typical difference of almost 0.2 dex. What is more important however, is that we noticed that using measurements from Exter et al. (2004) would make the observed O/H distribution of bulge PNe much broader simply due to the lower quality of that data. In particular, analyzing PNe in common with our list of targets one finds in Exter et al. (2004) three cases with log O/H>9 -a value that otherwise seems a strong upper cut off for derived oxygen abundances of PNe in the Galactic bulge direction (compare with Fig. 11 of Górny et al.2004 and a discussion on possible flattening of the O/H gradient or see Fig. 15 below).
In columns 6 and 7 of Table 4 we present differences in derived N/O and S/Ar. In the latter cases the uncertainties can be larger, particularly when the lines are extremely weak. In addition, the S/Ar ratios of Exter et al. (2004) are systematically lower than what we find.
From the results presented in this Section we can conclude that the quality of our data is comparable to that found in the best recent literature sources. On the other hand, the comparison with Exter et al. (2004) shows our data to be of superior quality, especially for T e and O/H. This is probably due to the indirect flux Table 4 . Differences in dex on plasma parameters and chemical abundances adopting data from this work versus data taken from the literature. The number of analyzed PNe in common is given in parenthesis. Escudero et al. (2004) ; sample WL - Wang & Liu (2007) and EBW -Exter et al. (2004). calibration procedure adopted by Exter et al. In addition, due to the apparently lower sensitivity of their observations, temperature diagnostic lines are not available for about 40% of the PNe included in Exter et al. (2004) , making the data unusable for abundance determinations.
Discovery of new emission-line central stars
6.1. Spectra of the newly discovered objects With our new uniform high quality spectra of 90 PNe seen in the direction of the Galactic bulge we were able to perform a search for new emission-line CSs. This was motivated by the previous search for such objects towards the Galactic bulge, which revealed a large number of very late type [WR] CSs (see Fig. 6 of Górny et al. 2004 ) and several new WEL CSs. As mentioned in Section 1, this was unexpected, since no [WC 11] CSs were known previously in this zone. It seemed therefore that the distribution of spectral [WC] types among objects located in the Galactic bulge was different from that in the Galactic disk, but not in the way assumed by Górny (2001) .
In the present work we discovered a further 7 CSs with very late emission-line spectra 10 (hereafter called VL). With the classical classification scheme (Hu & Bibo 1990 ) they would be described as [WC 11] . The spectra are presented in Fig. 5 . Both C iii λ5695 and C ii λ7235 lines can be identified while the C iv λ5805 feature is absent. The list of stellar emission lines we looked for was the same as in Górny et al. (2004) .
As in the case of objects discovered by Górny et al. (2004) the nebulae surrounding [WC 11 ] stars in the bulge are all of very low ionization with spectra dominated by the [N ii] doublet and hydrogen Balmer series. Only for two of these PNe (H 2-1 and H 1-9) are the central stars apparently hot enough, leading to an [O iii] λ5007 intensity comparable to that of Hβ. The same was found by Górny et al. (2004) for M 3-17. For all the other PNe with [WC 11] CSs in our sample, the [O iii] λ5007 line (often the strongest nebular line in normal PNe) is either undetectable or at a level of a few percent of Hβ. This means that there are no conditions for higher ionization potential ions in the nebula and at least the C iii λ5695 line has to be of stellar origin. Some nebular contribution to the recombination C ii λ7235 cannot however be totally ruled out. The objects with the highest probability of such contribution are H 1-9 and Ap 1-12. It is interesting that other extremely low ionization PNe in the bulge do show the C ii recombination line (the C iii bands are not observed) though in most cases the emission clearly comes from a spatially extended region and is therefore of nebular nature. 10 One of them, H 1-55 should be confirmed when better spectra are available.
We also identified 8 new WEL PNe 11 . According to the definition of Tylenda et al. (1993) , the spectra of these objects usually present only the C iv emission at 5805Å and this feature is anyhow much weaker and narrower than in [WR] PNe. The spectra of the new WEL CSs are shown in Fig. 6 . Two of these objects were previously inspected by Górny et al. (2004) but no emission lines were detected. On the other hand none of the previously known [WR] or WEL CSs escaped identification 12 .
Number of objects
With the aim of performing a statistical analysis of the population of PNe with emission-line CSs we combined our present sample with the ones of Cuisinier et al. (2000), Escudero & Costa (2001) , Escudero et al. (2004) , Górny et al. (2004) and Wang & Liu (2007) . These PNe can be divided into two distinct populations: one composed of the objects pertaining physically to the Galactic bulge and a second with most of the objects related to the Galactic inner-disk. To distinguish the members of the first group, hereafter referred to as the b subsample, we used the same criteria as in Górny et al. (2004) . The objects that do not fulfill these criteria are likely to be located in the disk (the d subsample). Since all of the latter have been chosen at small angular distances from the center of the Galaxy, the majority of them probably belongs to the inner-disk population. It has been shown by Górny et al. (2004) that although the abovementioned selection criteria do not contain any reference to kinematical properties, a clear distinction can be observed also in radial velocities of the members of the b and d subsamples (see Fig. 12 and 13 of Górny et al. 2004 ). Of course, as the criteria are of a statistical nature, individual objects assigned to one of the groups may in reality belong to a different population. This can be also the case of some PNe with emission-line CSs as discussed in the next section.
In total not belonging to our sample are known to exist (see Table 4 of Górny et al. 2004 ). This means that there are important selection effects one should take into account and that one should not compare the frequency of occurrence of [WR] PNe using only the PNe of our b and d subsamples.
Selection effects
In Fig. 7 we show the reddening corrected Hβ fluxes of the PNe from our subsample b as a function of their apparent diameters. As all of the nebulae under consideration should be located at approximately 8.5 kpc, the distance-dependence of both parameters can be ignored in this case. PNe with emission-line CSs are represented by large symbols. The PNe with CSs that do not exhibit emission lines are marked with small black symbols. We will refer to them as normal or other PNe throughout the rest of this text. It is striking that the [WR] PNe are among the brightest PNe of the subsample. Extrapolating this property of the b sample to other samples of PNe, we can infer that the estimated occurrence frequency of [WR] PNe can be severely biased in magnitude limited samples. This could explain why, in external galaxies, the rate of occurrence of [WR] PNe is much higher than in our Galaxy (e.g. in the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, see Zijlstra et al. 2006) .
There are some outliers. One of them is M 2-8 (PN G 352.1+05.1) a [WR] PN with log F(Hβ) 0 =−11.6 and a central star classified as . Its angular position is 9.4 arcsec away from the center of Galaxy so it is very close to the border value of 10 arcsec usually adopted to define bulge objects. The physical distance from the Sun can be evaluated with statistical methods (see next Section) as 10.7 to 13.3 kpc. It is therefore not excluded that this PN is actually located behind the bulge region. The radial velocity V lsr 13 of only 2.8 km s
is also not in contradiction with the hypothesis that M 2-8 more likely belongs to the disk population (see Fig. 12 and 13 of Górny et al. 2004) The other nebulae outlying their group location in Fig. 7 are M 1-27 (PN G356.5-02.3) and ) of VL type. In this case both the large observed diameter and Hβ brightness do not fit the rest of VL PNe and seem too large. The distance estimation gives 4 to about 6 kpc for both of them -almost half of what is usually adopted as a distance to the Galactic bulge. One could therefore suspect that in reality these PNe are disk objects located in the foreground of the bulge. The radial velocities of M 1-27 is V lsr =-53 km s −1 and not in contradiction with the object belonging either to the disk or to the bulge system. In the case of Ap 1-12 the V lsr =173 km s −1 clearly indicates however that the PN should be kinematically associated with the bulge system.
If having a high brightness nebula is a general property of [WR] PNe in different galactic systems it would explain why so many previously known [WR] PNe are missing in our d subsample. The reason is that most of the targets included in the present analysis (except for observations by Cuisinier et al. 2000 and Wang & Liu 2007) were secured in programs deliberately concentrated on obtaining spectra for the previously unobserved or poorly observed PNe that are intrinsically fainter. Given the fact that [WR] PNe are probably the brightest PNe in a given population, this will certainly introduce a bias in the estimated occurrence frequency. In the samples limited to only the brightest PNe the relative number of [WR] PNe could be overestimated. In the case of our d subsample, on the contrary, many [WR] PNe have been excluded. Fig. 7 shows that VL PNe are generally at least a factor 2 weaker than [WR] PNe. This is a first indication that these classes should be analyzed separately. The number of WEL PNe and that of VL PNe can easily be underestimated in samples limited to only the brightest PNe. However in the case of our d sample, since it is biased towards low luminosity PNe as mentioned above, the fraction of WEL PNe and VL PNe is expected to be larger than in a complete inner-disk sample.
Rate of occurrence
Assuming that the abovementioned selection effects are nonetheless small for VL PNe we can attempt a comparison of their rate of occurrence in the Galactic bulge and inner-disk. The 14 VL PNe from the b sample represent 7.8% of the total number of PNe in this sample, whereas the single confirmed VL PN in our d sample suggests 1.5% in the inner-disk. However, if we consider that Ap 1-12 and/or M 1-27 are also in fact located in the disk rather than bulge then the difference will substantially diminish. Given the small absolute numbers involved, it is therefore not certain that there is a statistically meaningful difference in the rate of occurrence of VL PNe between these two Galactic populations. On the other hand, the observational selection effects do not have to work in favor of detecting relatively more VL PNe in the d sample (see discussion in Górny et al. 2004) .
Analyzing the spectra of VL PNe, an easily noticeable property is that they are associated with PNe of very low excitation.
Eight out of fourteen VL PNe in the b sample have [O iii] λ5007 lines either not detected or fainter than 1% of Hβ. In only one object, H 1-9, this line is stronger than Hβ. We can therefore check if the relatively high number of VL PNe found in the Galactic bulge is not related to the fact that they are associated with a particular population of very low-ionization PNe possibly more frequent in this region. In our b sample there are 21 (12.1%) PNe with [O iii] λ5007 < Hβ, whereas in the d sample there are 5 such objects (8.5%) . The relative population of very low-ionization PNe in both subsamples is therefore similar. Unfortunately, again the absolute numbers are too small to judge if the fact that VL CSs have been found in 67% of low ionization PNe in the b subsample is statistically significant. An analysis of a much larger number of inner-disk PNe would be necessary to conclude if the rate of occurrence of VL PNe in the disk (presently derived as ∼20% to ∼40%) is indeed much lower than in the bulge.
Finally, assuming that the selection effects are reasonably small also for WEL PNe, we can evaluate their rates in both subsamples. There are 25 (or 14.5%) such objects in the b subsample and 10 (16.9%) of them in d subsample. Obviously there is no difference in the frequency of occurrence of WEL PNe in both groups despite the fact that the Galactic bulge and inner disk PNe should originate from different stellar populations and different epochs of Galactic evolution.
In conclusion, as can be seen from the above considerations, the answer to the question of how frequent are the different types of emission-line CSs remains open, until additional similarly large and uniform samples of deep PNe spectra are collected. In particular, the analysis of PNe in the Milky Way inner-disk should shed more light on the connection between VL PNe and low excitation nebulae (Górny, in preparation) . Since the number of low excitation PNe is relatively easy to establish (e.g. using existing surveys) it would help to investigate if the presence of the VL PNe group is characteristic only of the metallicity/age conditions of the bulge population. It cannot be totally excluded that the surprisingly large number of discoveries of VL PNe by Górny et al. (2004) and this work is simply due to the fact that they were not expected to exist and therefore not searched for by surveys of other Galactic regions.
Properties of the bulge PNe with emission-line central stars
The aim of this section is to compare the properties of PNe with emission-line CSs with the "normal" ones. We will restrict our analysis to PNe with emission-line CSs of our b subsample, i.e. pertaining to the Galactic bulge. This sample is more numerous, statistically more meaningful and likely more complete and homogeneous than the much smaller d subsample we have collected.
Spatial distribution
We begin with the simplest property i.e. the spatial distribution on the sky in the Galactic coordinates l,b (Fig. 8) . Because of the small number of objects we present the absolute values of the coordinates assuming a perfect point-symmetry of the bulge PNe distribution. It is clear from Fig. 8 are very few WEL PNe and VL PNe at such locations. From simple geometric considerations the [WR] PNe seem therefore to form the most external system and it would be tempting to consider the [WR] PNe as members of the inner disk population and not physically pertaining to the bulge. Indeed, the object with the largest angular separation from the center is M 2-8, already suspected to belong to the Galactic disk based on its relatively low Hβ flux and low radial velocity. The other [WR] PNe seem however not in contradiction in this respect with their bulge association. On the other hand, the distances of [WR] PNe derived with the Shklovsky statistical method suggest they could be located at 4.3 kpc i.e. only half-way to the bulge. We strongly argue however (see the next Section) that these distances are not reliable because the common assumptions, e.g. on the typical nebular mass, are not met by [WR] Fig. 1 of Górny 2001). It is a particular feature of this group, and it seems very unlikely that these objects would be Galactic disk members only by chance located in the direction of Galactic bulge. Nonetheless, the spectral type cannot be used as a parameter discriminating [WR] PNe pertaining to the bulge from those in the Galactic inner-disk. In the latter system there are also four objects with similar [WC] type (see Table 1 of Górny et al. 2004) . Interestingly, the Shklovksy distances of these objects are, as should be expected, convincingly smaller than the bulge [WR] PNe distances mentioned above.
For the VL PNe in Fig. 8 the distribution is completely different. They are practically all within 4.5 degrees from the Galactic center with the exception of H 1-65 PNe 14 . It can be noticed also in Fig. 8 Fig. 5 clearly shows the C iii emission at 5695Å and the absence of C iv 5805Å that is present in other WEL PNe. Figure 9 presents the nebular diameter as a function of electron density for the b sample PNe. The solid line shown in this plot is a linear fit to the distribution of normal PNe. As can be seen, most PNe with emission-line CSs, irrespective of the particular spectral type, are located to the right of this line. This means that the ionized matter in these nebulae is denser than in the average PNe. If all the nebulae would be uniformly filled with gas and ionized at the same percentage of their volume that would also mean that the nebulae around emission-line CSs are more massive.
Masses of the nebulae
The hypothesis that the nebulae around [WR] CSs are more massive than the normal PNe was proposed by Górny (1996) as a result of the analysis of statistical distances to these objects. Taking the average distance calculated with the Shklovsky method it was suggested that the [WR] PNe are closer by a factor of 2 to the observer than the other Galactic PNe. As that investigation concerned 350 PNe with known types of the central star (appropriate spectroscopic observations available) there seemed to be no observational selection effect responsible for this behavior nor physical reason why [WR] PNe should be closer to the Sun. Górny (1996) concluded that the apparent difference can be explained if the nebulae around [WR] CSs are almost 5 times more massive than the typical nebula or/and if their filling factor parameters are considerably lower. The second possibility is quite likely as the morphological images of [WR] PNe reveal a larger number of sub-structures (Górny 2001) while their expansion velocity profiles are characterized by large scale turbulence component sometimes found also in WEL PNe but seldom in normal PNe ). Barlow (1987) for different types of bulge PNe. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 .
Here, we will adopt a similar reasoning to that of Górny (1996) . Using distances derived with statistical methods is equivalent to assuming that all the nebulae can be represented by a simple model of hydrogen gas occupying uniformly a sphere with a certain filling factor (like in the Shklovsky distance method) or that this gas has a constant density equal to that derived from spectroscopic observations (as in the distance method proposed by Barlow 1987) . The mass of the gas is assumed to be the same for all objects. Since we are dealing with Galactic bulge PNe, if the model assumptions are correct and hold for all nebulae then using either method the derived average distance for each subsample should be the same. We assume a Galactic bulge distance of 8.5 kpc from the Sun.
Starting with the method proposed by Barlow (1987) , making the common assumption that the typical ionized mass of the nebula is 0.2M ⊙ and taking the densities as derived from our observations of [S ii] λ6731/6716 lines one obtains a distance scale that is too long for the normal PNe with non emission-line CSs. The adopted Galactic bulge distance would be obtained if the mass of the average nebula assumed in the model is 0.13M ⊙ 15 . If we now use the Shklovsky method to derive the same distance adopting the ionized nebular mass of 0.13M ⊙ it is necessary to assume also that the average filling factor is ǫ=0.75.
The distances for all the Galactic bulge PNe of our b sample computed using both methods with the abovementioned assumptions on nebular parameters are plotted in Fig. 10 . One can see in this plot that the distances of [WR] PNe calculated with such a nebular model are too short compared to the adopted bulge distance (arrow), meaning that their true ionized masses must be larger. The only [WR] PN with a distance exceeding 8.5kpc is M 2-8, declared before as a probable background object not truly associated with the bulge. On the other hand the distances to VL PNe are generally too large, again except for M 1-17 and Ap 1-12 already suspected rather to be foreground disk objects based on their large relative brightness. Excluding these two nebulae to obtain a mean distance of 8.5 kpc for VL PNe, their average filling factor should be closer to ǫ=0.5 and their ionized masses as small as M ion =0.05M ⊙ . Taking into account that VL PNe are very low ionization nebulae, they can be only partially ionized and in that case their total nebular mass could be larger (but see the discussion on evolutionary status below). For the 5 [WR] PNe in Fig. 10 with short distances one obtains M ion =0.34M ⊙ . As far as the WEL PNe are concerned they do not seem to distinguish themselves from the normal PNe in Fig. 10 . Finally, because the derivation of typical ionized masses or the filling factor by reversing statistical distance methods is very uncertain, the quoted numbers should be regarded as a rough estimate giving only an indication of the scale of possible differences between different groups of PNe.
As already discussed, in Fig. 7 one can compare the locations of the sample b PNe in the diameter versus flux F(Hβ) 0 plane with a set of theoretical tracks. These tracks have been calculated assuming that the central star is radiating like a black-body and evolving according to the Blöcker (1995) models. Three different stellar masses are shown: 0.57M ⊙ (long dashed lines), 0.6M ⊙ (dotted) and 0.64M ⊙ (solid). The model of the surrounding nebula was a simple constant-density sphere uniformly filled with gas and expanding with a constant velocity. Such simple PNe models are not realistic as e.g. they do not take into account the interaction between the stellar winds and the nebula. They are however sufficient for our illustrative purposes. Three different sets of models are presented in the plot for each stellar mass assuming a total nebular mass of M neb =0.05, 0.20 and 0.35M ⊙ (see labels). The adopted expansion velocity was set to 20km/s and the filling factor ǫ=0.75 in all the cases.
The model calculations presented in Fig. 7 indicate what kinds of nebulae can produce the bright [WR] PNe. They cannot be directly compared as the [WR] CSs are helium-burning objects whereas the presented models are based on evolutionary tracks of hydrogen-burning stars. It can be deduced however that more massive nebulae can easily be the brightest objects in a given population even if they surround intermediate mass CSs. The high-mass stars (M * >0.64M ⊙ ) cannot produce objects like bulge [WR] PNe because they evolve too quickly. The time-scale of their evolution would have to be slowed-down considerably compared with what the stellar Blöcker (1995) models predict. This is however not very likely, knowing that the [WR] CSs have high mass loss. Intensive mass loss will rather speed up the evolution bringing the star faster to high temperatures due to the stripping of the external layers of the star 16 . Concerning the WEL PNe it is not certain (as for most of the normal nebulae as well) if their CSs are powered by burning helium or hydrogen. From their locations in Fig. 7 it may be suspected they represent a diversity of possible parameter combinations and can have CSs of different masses and/or very different nebulae. The VL PNe on the other hand are probably more uniform and more obviously distinct from [WR] PNe. 
Evolutionary status
This parameter is very useful for distinguishing stars at different stages of post-AGB evolution. Both S Hβ and S V have the advantage of being distance independent therefore we can also plot in Fig. 11 There seems to be only one VL object in the present b subsample that could evolve into a [WR]-type star: H 1-9. Its location in Fig. 11 is close to the position of the long-known, unusual Fig. 5 of Górny 2001 for comparison). As can be learned from Fig. 7 , H 1-9 is possibly the brightest true bulge VL PN in our sample and at the same time an object with the smallest observed diameter in this group. In fact, the known disk [WC11] PNe are characterized by small angular diameters, with the clear exception of K2-16 and possibly PM1-188 -see Górny & Tylenda (2000) and Peña (2005) . It is interesting that the location of the inner-disk VL object H 2-1 is also rather close to the abovementioned region in Fig. 11 . It is noteworthy that the locations of the other inner-disk-suspected M 1-27 and Ap 1-12 are within the bulk of the region occupied by VL PNe in this plane (not marked).
One can also notice in Fig. 11 that the positions occupied by the VL PNe are clearly separated from regions where the WEL PNe are found (compared to Fig. 7 with a significant number of VL PNe and WEL PNe sharing similar locations). It can therefore be argued that although VL PNe have central stars of lower temperatures they probably form a separate class of objects and will evolve neither into [WR] PNe nor WEL PNe.
Nebular properties
In this section the general properties of PNe surrounding emission-line and non-emission line CSs in the Galactic bulge will be presented. We start with the detected level of ionization of the nebular gas. For this purpose in Fig. 12 Fig. 12 is more difficult since in the spectra of these objects one may expect also the presence of stellar recombination lines of helium. This is a consequence of the strong winds from these stars and adds additional uncertainty to the interpretation. Nevertheless, in two out of nine bulge [WR] PNe in our sample a measurable nebular He ++ line has undoubtedly been identified. This is a comparable ratio to what we noticed for WEL PNe and in agreement with the fact that e.g. judging from their positions in Fig. 11 the range of temperatures of their CSs and their present phase in the evolution of the nebula should on average be quite similar for the two groups.
In Fig. 9 we presented the derived electron densities of the observed nebulae. It was quite apparent from that figure that taking nebulae of a given nebular diameter (that can be regarded as an indicator of evolutionary advancement) all the nebulae with emission-line CSs seemed to be denser than their normal counterparts.
Another important parameter of the plasma -electron temperatures are presented in Fig. 13 (O iii) temperature differ from what is derived for normal PNe. There seem to be more objects with lower temperatures in the former two groups. For the WEL PNe the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Wilcoxon nonparametric tests confirm that this difference is statistically significant while in the case of [WR] PNe it may still be a result of random effects due to the small number of objects in the sample.
In Fig. 13 (left panel) it can be seen that the T e (N ii) of VL PNe tend to be substantially lower than for other PNe. The median value of log T e (N ii) is 3.83 for VL PNe as compared to 4.02 for the normal PNe. On the other hand, the T e (N ii) temperatures of [WR] PNe and WEL PNe show near perfect similarity to the distribution of the normal PNe. Figure 14 compares T e (N ii) and T e (O iii) for PNe where both electron temperatures could be derived. In general we see from this plot that both values are relatively well correlated as could be expected from the similarity of histograms in the bottom left and right panel of Fig. 14. Despite that, there is a tendency for higher T e (N ii) with respect to T e (O iii) values for PNe with higher levels of oxygen ionization (black diamonds, O ++ /O + +O ++ >0.8 -see Fig. 12 ). The WEL PNe show similarity with this group as practically all plotted objects display T e (N ii)>T e (O iii). For the [WR] PNe the situation is not clear as most of them seem to be located much closer to the one-to-one relation plotted with the dotted line in Fig. 14 .
In the case of VL PNe the T e (O iii) is available for only one PN as due to their extremely low ionization the oxygen 
. The O/H ratio
In Fig. 15 we present the histograms of the oxygen abundance. This element is believed to be generally unmodified during the life of intermediate mass stars, reflecting the primordial composition of the matter from which the star was born (see Stasińska 2007 , Chiappini et al. 2009 ). The four histograms present the distributions for the normal, [WR], WEL and VL PNe subsamples analyzed here. The hatched parts of histograms represent the component of the distribution derived from the data of best quality -the individual errors are smaller than the median of errors of a given parameter in the b subsample (i.e. non-emission and the emission-line central star PNe combined). The remaining objects have errors not larger that 0.3 dex as results with larger uncertainties have been rejected. An exception has been made in the case of the distribution of VL PNe (dashed line, top panel of Fig. 15) where we have used all the available data regardless of this condition.
The oxygen abundances of VL PNe seem lower than in any other group of PNe 17 . One can raise the question of whether the extreme low ionization of these objects does not contribute to this fact as some atoms may remain neutral and unobserved. In Fig. 16 one can see that other nebulae with equally low oxygen The difference is small and in reality not confirmed by nonparametric tests. However, the statistically confirmed fact that the T e (O iii) temperatures are lower in [WR] PNe and WEL PNe (see above) is in accordance with a higher oxygen abundance in these objects as it could lead to more efficient cooling of the nebular plasma.
Nonetheless, there are some possible systematic effects that have to be considered. From Fig. 16 it seems evident that a comparison limited only to the PNe with O ++ /O + +O ++ >0.9 would leave no doubt that the derived O/H ratios for WEL PNe are higher than for the normal PNe (note their locations above the dashed line marking the median value). One has to be aware though of the effects brought in by the use of ICFs. For the O/H ratio the ICF should correct for the possible presence of ions more charged than O 2+ and has the form: 
ICF=((He
For the WEL PNe, as well as for the [WR] PNe, due to the fact that there is very little or no He 2+ detected, the ICF will be close to or equal to 1. This means that no correction is necessary as lines of all oxygen ions are accessible in optical spectra. For the other nebulae however any systematic error in the form of ICF applied will have a direct impact on the derived O abundance and therefore on the conclusions we infer about possible differences between normal PNe and subtypes with emissionline CSs.
An additional factor that may add some uncertainty is the already mentioned (Section 4) problem of a difference between O + abundances derived from [O ii] λ3727 and [O ii] λ7325. For the total oxygen abundance in WEL PNe this problem may be ignored as most of the oxygen is in the form of doubly ionized O 2+ . But for the PNe with lower ionization it is important especially if the electron temperatures are low presenting favorable conditions for a significant contribution from recombination.
The N/O and He/H abundance ratios
In Fig. 17 the distributions of log N/O for the four subsamples of bulge PNe are presented. The nonparametric tests do not indicate strong, statistically significant differences between them. The derived median N/O value for WEL PNe is smaller than for normal PNe but the distributions have similar width and range. It should be noted also that this abundance ratio is derived assuming N/O=N + /O + , therefore the uncertainty in the O + could directly influence the nitrogen abundances. Figure 18 presents the distributions of the He/H ratio. In reality the computed He abundances do not take into account the possible presence of neutral helium. For this reason, the He/H abundance ratios for objects with O ++ /O + +O ++ <0.4 have been excluded from further considerations as being significantly underestimated. All VL PNe fall into this category and are therefore absent in Fig. 18 .
Applying nonparametric tests one finds out that the distributions presented in Fig. 18 are not distinguishable in a statistically meaningful way. It can be noticed however that neither the [WR] PNe (but the overall number of objects is small) nor the WEL PNe have helium abundances higher than log He/H+12=11.2 whereas for almost 1/3rd of the normal PNe the helium abundances have been found to be higher than this value. This is surprising, since [WR] CSs have very strong Herich winds, and one would expect this to be reflected in the nebulae.
Both helium and nitrogen are expected to be produced in more massive progenitors of PNe. In Fig. 19 we present a relation of the abundances of both elements for [WR] , WEL and normal PNe. For the latter two groups we also plot a linear fit to the locations of objects with log N/O>−1 (but rejecting PNe with presumably underestimated log He/H+12<10.93, i.e. below solar). As can be noticed for WEL PNe there is a tight correlation of He and N enrichment in the parent star (dotted line). Surprisingly, though the dispersion of points is much larger, an almost identical correlation is derived for the normal PNe. The [WR] PNe also seem to follow a similar relation as the WEL PNe although the number of nebulae is too small to derive firm conclusions. In the case of the WEL PNe there seems to be even less doubt that there are no major differences in distributions of Ar/H and S/H compared to the normal PNe. If there is possibly any difference in abundances it seems the largest in the case of neon as the median log Ne/H is 0.15 dex larger than for normal PNe. The difference would be more pronounced if the WEL PNe were compared with the normal PNe of O ++ /O + +O ++ >0.8 only 19 . A similar situation holds for the distribution of Cl/H with a derived median abundance for WEL PNe larger by 0.36 dex and higher total proportion of WEL PNe with derived chlorine abundance (50%) than for normal PNe (25%). But even in this case there remains a 5% probability that the difference in Cl/H is purely of random statistical origin.
Abundances of other elements
In Fig. 23 19 see upper-right panel of Fig. 21 dances (dotted and dashed respectively) derived for objects with log O/H+12>8. Inspection of the left panel of Fig. 23 suggests that the same tight relation between derived O and Ne abundances holds for WEL and normal PNe. A closer analysis reveals, though, the already mentioned fact that the neon abundances of the WEL PNe better match the values derived for normal PNe with intermediate levels of oxygen ionization (grey symbols) than the highly ionized PNe (black symbols). The slightly higher oxygen abundance of WEL PNe is therefore apparently compensated by an equally increased neon abundance preserving the relation between the two elements at practically the same level for both WEL and normal PNe.
A different situation can be observed in the right panel of Fig. 23 presenting the relation between O and Ar. The two correlation lines have the same slope but are shifted by approximately 0.1 dex reflecting the difference in average oxygen abundance between the WEL and normal PNe samples. In other words, if the difference in oxygen abundances is real and not introduced by the method (see discussion above), then the enhanced O abundance in WEL PNe is apparently not accompanied by an increase in nebular Ar.
Objects with peculiar abundances
In Figures 19 and 23 one can notice three PNe with emissionline CSs distinguished by their low metallicity: MaC 1-10, M 2-39 and Th 3-12.
The main reason for deriving low O/H ratio in these PNe is the unusually high electron temperature of the nebular plasma. For the two peculiar WEL PNe we determined: T e (O iii)=26 950K and T e (N ii)=26 470K for Th 3-12, and T e (O iii)=26 960K and T e (N ii)=10 270K for M 2-39. For both nebulae we have two independent spectroscopic observations by different observers confirming that the derived values are not due to incidental errors.
In the case of MaC 1-10 -the [WR] PN with peculiar nebular composition -Te(OIII)=25 870 K while T e (NII) cannot be derived as the [N ii] λ5755/6584 ratio 0.11 exceeds the usable range. These values are based on a single spectroscopic observation in a set of sources we use in this paper. It finds however confirmation in recently published lower quality spectra by Suarez et al. (2006) . Nonetheless, the MaC 1-10 nebula is exceptional for other reasons. The [WC 8] spectral class of its central star makes it different from the rest of bulge [WR] PNe and resembling more the [WR] type nuclei known in the Galactic disk. Neither the distance nor radial velocity is available for this object to judge wether MaC 1-10 indeed belongs to the disk population. The total nebular Hβ or radio flux are also unknown and the physical relation of this nebula to the Galactic bulge was inferred from its apparent location and diameter well below the 20 ′′ limit (MacConnell 1978) . From the recent image published by Suarez et al. (2006) it looks as the nebula is of clearly bipolar morphology with the maximum extension measured as 15x46 ′′ -that makes the latter argument questionable. To add to the mystery of the chemical composition and origin of this PN, in a recent survey a H 2 0 maser emission was discovered by Suarez et al. (2007) in the direction of MaC 1-10.
The oxygen ionization level of MaC 1-10 measured by the O ++ /O + +O ++ ratio is only marginally above 0.4. We have chosen this value (see above) as a minimum for the derived abundances to be accepted and not seriously biased by the ICFs used. It is not excluded though that the form of the ICFs adopted could add In the left panel of Fig. 23 presenting Ne/H abundance ratios as a function of O/H another two [WR] PNe stand out with their noticeably low neon abundances. Combined with their oxygen abundance slightly above average makes the Ne/O ratios of these objects unusually low. One of these PNe is M 1-25 reported for that property by Peña et al. (2001) . The other object is M 2-20 sharing with the former also a similar [WC5-6] spectral type.
Discussion and conclusions
We have presented a homogeneous set of spectroscopic measurements for a sample of 90 PNe located in the direction of the Galactic bulge secured with 4-meter telescopes. For about a half of these objects, plasma parameters and chemical abundances have been derived for the first time. We have discussed the accuracy of the data based on internal tests of reliability and on comparison with other recently published samples. We conclude that our data is superior in quality to the data presented by Exter et al. (2004) and is comparable to Wang & Liu (2007) and Górny et al. (2004) . We have therefore merged our observations with the latter two sources into a large common sample comprising 245 Galactic bulge and inner-disk PNe.
Using the new spectroscopic material, we performed a search for emission-line CSs. We have discovered 8 new WEL CSs and 7 PNe with very late (VL) emission-line CSs. The latter objects are associated with PNe of extremely low ionization level. Despite the surprisingly large number of objects discovered, it is not certain if the relative populations of WEL and VL PNe are different in the bulge as compared to the inner-disk region of the Galaxy. A similar extensive search for these types of objects in other regions of the Milky Way would be desirable to draw firm conclusions.
Analyzing the spatial distribution of WEL, VL and classic [WR] PNe belonging to the bulge we have discovered that there is a clear distinction between the three groups in Galactic coordinates. WEL and VL PNe are typically found at longitudes below 4.
• 5 from the center of the Milky Way whereas [WR] PNe are located further away.
The properties of PNe surrounding emission-line stars have also been analyzed. We have found the electron densities derived for these objects to be larger than that of normal PNe. There seems also to be a difference in electron temperatures with T e (O iii) of WEL PNe and [WR] PNe lower by 0.1 dex on average than in normal PNe. The T e (N ii) derived for VL PNe also differs from normal PNe as their average temperature is of 6.760 K only. The fact that the T e (O iii) can be lower for [WR] PNe and WEL PNe as compared to normal PNe has been noticed recently by Girard et al. (2007) [WR] PNe appear peculiar also by the fact that they are among the brightest in the bulge. This explains why we were not successful in discovering any new classic [WR] PNe in our enlarged sample, which consists mainly of fainter PNe. On the other hand the same property can lead to strong overestimation of the [WR] PNe rate of occurrence in magnitude limited samples of PNe, e.g. in other galaxies. The large luminosities of bulge [WR] PNe are likely due to the fact that their nebulae are more massive than the average normal PNe. This can have important evolutionary implications.
The matter later ionized in the form of a planetary nebula is ejected during late AGB stages of evolution. The higher masses of [WR] PNe would directly point to that stage of evolution as a period when the triggering mechanism of a change from a normal intermediate-mass star into a future hydrogen-depleted [WR]-type nucleus has started. It therefore favors the hypothesis of a direct origin of [WR] PNe from the AGB (either as a single star or from a binary system) as opposied to a very late thermal pulse scenario (VLTP) -see also Górny & Tylenda (2000) . In the first case, the creation of a more massive nebula and transformation of the surface chemical composition of the star can naturally work together. In the VLTP case, on the contrary, there is no possibility of increasing the mass of the nebula considerably.
Investigating the present evolutionary state of the central stars and surrounding nebulae we have found additional evidence that the WEL PNe, VL PNe and [WR] PNe form three evolutionary unconnected manifestations of enhanced mass loss phenomenon from PNe central stars. With the help of comparison with simple model calculations one can deduce from their locations in evolutionary diagrams that the three groups differ in at least one important property: the mass of the central star (closely related to mass/age of the progenitor) or the mass of the surrounding nebula. Both factors may be working at the same time. From our study, it seems that the VL PNe will not evolve into intermediate-type [WR] PNe. In fact, although the VL central stars satisfy the appropriate criteria and can be classified as [WC 11] objects 20 they nevertheless seem different from the previously known Galactic PNe with central stars of similar spectral class.
From the analysis of our sample it looks as if CSs with VL type spectra are quite common among Galactic bulge lowionization PNe. In fact the presence of such central stars may be a necessary condition for these PNe to exist and be observable. Evolutionary time scales from model calculations indicate that very low mass post-AGB stars would require an enhanced mass-loss (manifested by emission lines in the spectra) to be able to reach temperatures sufficient to ionize the surrounding matter before it disperses. The range of masses of the stars from which the VL PNe originate may be very narrow.
Finally, we analyzed the chemical abundances of the PNe with emission-line CSs and compared them to those of normal PNe. We have found no significant differences among the various groups. Such a conclusion had previously been reached by Górny & Stasińska (1995) and by Peña et al. (2001) , however, in those studies, the abundances were not obtained in a homogeneous way. Recently Girard et al. (2007) have published an analysis of new observations of 30 [WR] PNe (including some bulge and inner-disk objects) presenting some indications that in these nebulae the N/O, Ar/H and S/H abundance ratios are larger than in normal PNe. Interestingly, at least in the case of the latter two ratios, our results would suggest a similar possibility. On the other hand the O/H ratio may be higher for WEL PNe (and perhaps [WR] PNe) in comparison with other PNe. This would be consistent with the lower T e (O iii) of these PNe suggesting a larger number of effectively cooling atoms in the nebular plasma. However the result may also be biased by the method used to derive the abundances.
Three PNe with emission-line CSs: Th 3-13, M 2-29 (WEL) and MaC 1-10 ([WR]), have been found to be extremely metalpoor compared to the rest. These nebulae deserve further investigation. We have also confirmed the unusually low Ne/O abundance in M 1-25 reported by Peña et al. (2001) A detailed analysis of the chemical abundances of the collected PNe sample and a discussion of their consequences for our understanding of the formation and evolution of the Galactic bulge itself and the PNe population in particular are presented in Chiappini et al. (2009) . Górny, S. K. et al.: Planetary nebulae in Galactic bulge, Online Material p 2 Appendix A: Recovering correct intensities from second order contaminated spectra
Online Material
We describe here a procedure developed for our second order contaminated spectra. This type of spectrum can be corrected if at least two different standard stars were observed. The advantage of the presented approach is an easy implementation within MIDAS routines requiring no labour-intensive manual correcting or editing of every observed spectrum. It is well known that the spectra at wavelengths longer than 5800Å (double the atmospheric UV cutoff at 2900Å) can be subject to contamination from second order effects. However, the exact amount of this contamination can vary depending on the site and instrument transmissivity to UV photons as well as the specific object properties. Therefore this effect may be quite small or even negligible in many cases. The use of order blocking filters is also not advised when one deals with spectra covering a wide wavelength range and does not want to decrease the sensitivity of its blue part. This was our case as we were equally concerned with both an intrinsically weaker [O ii] λ7325 line at the red end and the usually more poorly exposed lines at the blue end, especially the crucial [O ii] λ3727 line.
Nevertheless after starting to reduce the spectra it became evident that the order contamination problem of our CTIO observations is very prominent. It first appears when the flux calibration is attempted. Using the nomenclature of MIDAS routines this is known as deriving the instrument response function from standard star(s) observations and applying it to observed objects. The response function at a given wavelength is defined as:
where I is the flux registered and measured from the CCD after flat-field correction and bias & background subtraction, F is the tabulated flux of the star at the base of the atmosphere, t is the exposure time and E is a correction for atmospheric extinction. E is computed from the actual airmass of the observation and the atmospheric extinction constant A as:
However in the case of second order contaminated spectra at wavelength λ, the registered flux is partly due to light from the wavelength λ/2. The amount of this contaminating light must be proportional to the absolute flux but depends also on the airmass. If we represent the proportionality factor by X, we can write for the actually registered intensity I ′ :
Thus for the first observed but contaminated standard star to have a correct response function we would have to solve the equation:
X(λ) should be a unique property of a spectrograph at a given setting (neglecting some possible small variations with time as the properties of the instrument may change with changing weather conditions or telescope orientation). Therefore we can write a similar equation for the second star with the same X(λ):
and solve them with the condition that the response functions from observations of both stars should (ideally) give the same response solution:
or in full form as:
This can be noted also as
leading to:
where R ′ 1 (λ) and R ′ 2 (λ) are the response functions derived with actually observed, contaminated intensities and R 1 (λ/2) and R 2 (λ/2) are "response" functions derived with artificial standard star spectra:
F(λ/2) is created with a MIDAS create/image command from a table comprising the original tabulated UV fluxes but assigned to doubled wavelengths. On the other hand E(λ/2) requires a modified extinction table created from the atmoexan.tbl file of MIDAS by assigning the extinction constants again to doubled wavelengths. This is possible with another standard command create/table.
The creation of the modified extinction table and separate F(λ/2) frames for each standard star observed are the only steps requiring any manual modifications of existing tables or data. Since the created files follow the standard MIDAS image and table formats, the extinction correction E(λ/2) and E(λ) can be executed with a standard MIDAS procedure extinction/long and the response function can be derived with the commands integrate/long and response/long.
Once this is done it is easy to calculate the X(λ) factors using equation A.3 and then to derive the corrected response function.
Having observed more that two standard stars during a given night, we can compute slightly different X parameters using different standard star pairs. We can also choose different stars to compute the final response:
Our tests have shown however that due to the errors involved and the accuracy of the computations it is best to correct the response function of the star with the lowest UV/R light intensity ratio. On the other hand the X factors should be computed using all pairs including this star and stars with a high UV/R ratio. In this way we are inferring the true R by making only a small correction to R ′ and using X that has been determined with high accuracy from a few independent measurements 21 . The fact that the adopted procedure works correctly can be judged from Figure A. 1. In this figure, black lines present the original registered spectra of four standard stars observed during In Figure A .2 an average corrected response function is shown as a red curve. The part between 5600A and 6400A has been derived by a linear interpolation between the original function at shorter wavelengths and the re-calculated one at longer wavelength. This was a necessary step since the order contamination may still take place in this intermediate spectral region but the necessary standard fluxes below 3200Å are not available. Table 3 . Plasma parameters and abundances. The first row for each PN gives parameters computed from the nominal values of the observational data. The second and third row give the upper and lower limits respectively of these parameters. Column (1) gives the PNG number; Column (2) usual name; Column (3) electron density deduced from [S ii] λ6731/6716, columns (4) and (5) PNemagenta triangles; WEL PNe -blue squares; VL PNe -green circles; normal PNe -black or grey diamonds. Filled symbols mark objects with best quality data. PNe with a quality of the derived abundance ratio above the adopted rejection limit (i.e. error>0.3 dex) are represented with open thin-line symbols. Fig. 22 . The relation of different abundance ratios with ionization parameter He ++ /He + +He ++ for Galactic bulge PNe. The same notation as in Fig. 21 .
